
 

EXPLORE GOD 
Life Group Leaders Guide 

Directions 
This packet contains the background information, series information, and weekly curriculum you will need to 
lead the life groups tied to our Explore God sermon series. Behind this page is the individual curriculum to help 
you point people to Jesus. The Purpose and Move sections of the curriculum are for the leader to read or 
paraphrase to the group. The Notes and Commentary section is for the leader to get background information 
and go deeper into the passages before leading the life group. The curriculum was designed with your freedom 
in mind. Read through the curriculum and decide what will work best for your group. SOAP the passages with 
the group, use only certain questions, write your own questions, or use the curriculum verbatim. As the leader, 
you know what will point your people to Jesus. 
 

Series Overview 
Is there a God? Why does God allow pain and suffering? Is the bible reliable? Every one of us has questions 
about our faith and the world that have not been answered. For many Christians, these questions keep them 
from a deeper relationship with God. For non-Christians, these questions can be the very thing that keeps 
them from God. Enter Explore God. Through a 5-week sermon series we are going to present and answer 
some of the most relevant questions about our faith. The goal is that all people, Christian and non-Christian, 
will be pointed to Jesus and experience Him like never before. 
 

Life Group Overview 
During the Explore God sermon series our life group curriculum will generally cover the same topic that was 
covered from stage but using a different passage or set of passages. The curriculum will begin with a video 
unpacking the question we will be answering. After the video, the group will discuss the video and then look at 
some scripture that further illustrates the topic. Because the video and discussion of the video will take time, 
the back end of the curriculum is purposefully shorter. 
 

Explore God Message Schedule 

Week Sermon date Topic of sermon and life group 
Week 1 4/8 Is there a God? 

Week 2 4/15 Why does God allow pain and suffering? 

Week 3 4/22 Is Christianity too narrow? 

Week 4 4/29 Is the Bible reliable? 

Week 5 5/6 Can I know God personally? 
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The Point Church Life Group Curriculum 
Explore God  - Is Christianity too narrow? 
 

Purpose of Study 
In our pluralistic culture it is commonly believed that all religions lead to God. Our society has become one 
where people believe picking and choosing from different religions is the most humble way to approach the 
topics of faith and God. While that sounds educated and humble, most religions are narrower than that. For 
example, Jesus made the claim that He is the one way to God and there is no other way outside of him (see 
John 14:6). What are Christians to do with this? Is our faith too narrow and exclusive?  
 
Note to the leader: The Explore God website has a ton of resources to help with the questions we’re 
exploring. The resources will be great next steps for your group members. Please be aware of the Next Steps 
section of this curriculum for things you can be sending your group members for further study. 
 
Note to Leader: Since the curriculum for this series includes streaming videos online, we recommend 
coordinating this with the hosts of your life group ahead of time. This may include sharing this curriculum with 
your hosts (or whoever will provide the A/V equipment) so that they can test the videos and work out any 
technical difficulties prior to life group. If you are unable to show the videos, please make sure to send them 
out beforehand so your group can still discuss them to open up the study. 

Flow of Study 
Icebreaker: Other than faith, what are areas in life where people take a very narrow approach to a belief or 
issue (i.e. believe their way is the right way)? 
 
Move #1: For the Explore God sermon series we will begin each life group study by watching 1-2 videos that 
unpack the question we will be answering as well as give us insight into the question by some of today’s most 
prominent Christian leaders. Once the videos are over we will take time discussing the videos and answering 
some questions about them. We will watch the videos back-to-back (about 10 minutes of video) and then take 
some time to unpack what we have heard. 
 

Pulse of the world on Christianity and culture (2:50) -->  https://goo.gl/N8tu8F 
 

Is Christianity too narrow? (10:57) -->  https://goo.gl/pKDWsb 
 

1. What is something from those videos that resonated with you? 
 

2. What do you think about the statistic that “nearly half of all US adults believe it doesn’t matter what 
religious faith you follow because they all teach the same lessons”? 

 
3. Do you think the media represent Christianity accurately? Do you think Christians represent Christianity 

accurately? 
 

4. In the second video, Corey suggests, “When people say that all religions are the same, that sounds 
really humble and tolerant.” Why does he go on to say that those claims are actually exclusive? 

 

https://goo.gl/N8tu8F
https://goo.gl/pKDWsb
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5. What are some examples of situations in which most people believe that narrow ideas are good? 
 

6. In the end of the second video, hypocrisy is said to prove Christianity as good instead of disprove it. 
What do you think that means? 

 
Move #2: Now that we have discussed the videos, let’s go to scripture to see one place where this topic is 
mentioned in the Bible. In the passage we are studying, Jesus makes clear that our faith is a narrow one. 
 
Read John 14:6 (NIV) 
 

6 Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. 
 

1. Does Jesus describe our faith as narrow? 
 

2. How is having a narrow faith controversial in our society today? 
 

3. In what ways is our narrowness a good thing in our society today? 
 
Move #3: Our faith is narrow, but that narrowness does not mean that we have truth and the rest of the world 
better figure it out for themselves. Instead, Christians are told to live lives that promote social and cultural 
well-being, even though our truth claims are narrow. 
 
Read 1 Peter 2:11-12 (NIV) 
 

11 Dear friends, I urge you, as foreigners and exiles, to abstain from sinful desires, which wage war against 
your soul. 12 Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may 

see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us. 
 

1. What stands out to you from that passages? 
 

2. Although our faith is narrow it doesn’t say “we are right, everyone else is wrong, that stinks for them.” 
What do these verses show us about how Christians should engage with the unbelieving world around 
them? 

 
3. Reread verse 12. What are some examples of ways Christians can “live such good lives…” in our 

culture today? 
 

4. In what ways does our culture “accuse us of wrong?” How can living honorably in the face of 
accusations speak more loudly than if the accusations were not being made? 

 
Read Matthew 5:13-16 (NIV) 
 

13 “You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no 
longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled underfoot. 

 
14 “You are the light of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden.15 Neither do people light a lamp and 
put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. 16 In the same 
way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven. 
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1. Jesus could have used a bunch of words to describe what we are as Christians in this world but he 

chose “salt” and “light.” What is unique about those two substances? 
a. Note to the leader: See the Notes and Commentary section for awesome insight into salt and 

light. 
 

2. Notice how Jesus doesn’t say “you need to be salt and light” but instead says “you ARE salt and light.” 
Why is this significant? 

 
3. It is common to think that Christians don’t need to say anything to unbelievers but should just be great, 

moral people and then unbelievers will know their God. Do you agree or disagree? Where do you think 
that mindset comes from?  

a. Possible answer: In both passages people are glorifying God after they see our deeds. How do 
they know who to glorify if the Christian hasn’t told them? 

 
Next Steps: The following are things you could challenge your members to do in order to take what you 
studied in this curriculum farther.  

1. Read this week’s blog on this topic on the church app or at pointchurch.com/blog. 
2. Tim Keller has written a fabulous book called The Reason for God uncovering the questions like the 

one we uncovered tonight. It would be a great resource for you to pick up and read. 
3. Send out the following paper to your group to read and take the study from tonight further: What makes 

Christianity different? by Joel Lindsey--> 
https://www.exploregod.com/what-makes-christianity-different-from-other-religions 

 
Prayer: End your study with a time of prayer where people can share prayer requests and be prayed for before 
they leave. If possible, please steer some prayer towards what your group talked about during this study.  

Notes and Commentary 
The following are pieces of commentary, facts, and links based on the passages of this study in order. Use 
them to help supplement your group time or for your personal preparation. 
 
John 14:6 
 

- Jesus’ answer in 14:6 is the premier expression of the theology of this entire Gospel: “Jesus answered, 
‘I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me.’ ” Of the three 
terms, emphasis surely falls on the first, “the way.” Access to the Father’s presence in heaven will only 
be through Jesus and no other. He is the only one who can lead his followers back to the places he will 
prepare. (Burge) 

 
- This is the case because Jesus is the truth, the authoritative representative and revealer of God. He 

hears what God says and obeys what God tells him to do (5:19; 8:29). He discloses God exhaustively 
unlike anyone else can because he has seen God (1:18). Those who follow Jesus, who come to the 
Father through his “way,” will be the ones who gain eternal “life” (cf. 11:25, “I am the resurrection and 
the life”). Thus, this verse places Jesus in the role of mediator, creating the only avenue to God. Bruce 
has written, “All truth is God’s truth, as all life is God’s life; but God’s truth and God’s life are incarnate 
in Jesus.” (Burge) 

 

https://www.exploregod.com/is-the-bible-still-relevant
https://www.exploregod.com/what-makes-christianity-different-from-other-religions
https://biblia.com/books/esv/1Jn4.7#
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- Such an absolute statement leads, of course, to a different series of questions. Jesus has disclosed 
more than anyone expected. Instead of simply defining his destination (the Father, heaven), he says 
that he alone is the way to get there. But only God can lead us to himself. Jesus takes the next 
inevitable step, therefore, a step no doubt that the disciples can barely comprehend: Only the Father 
can lead us to himself—and the Father is genuinely present in Jesus. (Burge) 

 
 
1 Peter 2:11-12 
 

- On verse 11: Peter’s exhortation to believers to abstain from sin and live a virtuous life is grounded in 
the nature of their existence as “aliens and strangers.” As developed in the introduction and at 1:1, 17, I 
agree with those who maintain that Peter has in mind here the social location of the believers. That is, 
this description does not refer to their “pilgrimage from this life to the next” but to their particular social 
status as people without rights and without a permanent residence in the Roman empire. They are, 
literally, “guests and temporary residents.” There is little evidence to guide us through the issue of 
whether their social location was determined by their pre-conversion status or by their conversion, 
which (presumably) drove them out of a previously better social status. It might be argued, however 
much by silence, that since the letter presents no evidence that they had previously been of a higher 
status and are now of a lower status, it is more likely that their social location obtained prior to their 
conversion. At any rate, they are now socially excluded from privilege and power, and we are on good 
grounds when we argue that this exclusion was made worse by their conversion to this new religious 
sect that was sweeping across Asia Minor and the Roman empire. (McKnight) 

 
- On verse 11:  Peter’s point is this: Those who are on the low end of the social scale need to be 

particularly exemplary in their behavior because for the smallest of matters, injustice can be meted out 
to them with no recourse to justice or to power. Therefore, Peter emphasizes that these socially 
excluded Christians should provide no basis whatsoever for those above them and against them to 
persecute them or accuse of improper behavior. In addition, Peter wants them to live an exemplary life 
to provide an attractive alternative to the pagan way of life (cf. 2:12; 3:1). Such a life may even lead 
some to cast their lot with this Jewish Messiah, Jesus Christ. (McKnight) 

 
- “On though they accuse you”: Peter situates this ethic of reputation in a specific problem (2:12b): 

“though they accuse you of doing wrong.” The Christians of Asia Minor, in spite of living good lives, 
were apparently unjustly being accused of wrongdoing. Peter brings this theme up several times: 
Foolish men have said ignorant things (2:15), slaves were being mistreated (2:18–21), spouses were 
probably turning against one another (3:1–7), and believers were being insulted unfairly and persecuted 
(3:9, 13–17; 4:12–16). Peter urges his readers to live circumspectly and honorably when these 
accusations are lodged against them and to refrain from insulting their unjust accusers. (McKnight) 

 

- “On the day he visits us”: Repeating himself, Peter offers once again the alternative (2:12c): “that … 
they may see your good deeds”; but this time he adds the result, that the opponents will “glorify God on 
the day he visits us” (2:12d). While it is clear what “glorify God” means, the issue here is what “on the 
day he visits us” means. The ambiguity of the expression has led interpreters to two main options: (1) 
the day of their conversion, which was stimulated by the good works of the Christians, or (2) the 
judgment day, which involved judgment against unbelievers and led them to realize that they were 
wrong in accusing believers unjustly (Isa. 10:3; see also Ex. 32:34; Jer. 6:15; 10:15; 11:23). 
(McKnight) 
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Matthew 5:13-16 
 

- On salt: You are the salt of the earth (5:13). Salt had a variety of natural qualities and uses in the 
ancient world. It was so important that it was used as a medium of exchange in commercial ventures 
across the Mediterranean, Aegean, and Adriatic seas. The variety of uses for salt leads to different 
interpretations of what Jesus meant to communicate with the analogy. (Wilkins) 

- (1) A primary use for salt until recent years was as a preservative. In a society with no 
refrigeration, salt could be rubbed into meat or fish to slow decay. Some suggest that with this 
analogy Jesus was indicating the influence his disciples would have on the moral decay of a 
fallen world. (Wilkins) 

- (2) Salt is also an essential element in the diet of human beings and other warm-blooded 
animals. For humans, salt is normally ingested as a seasoning added to foods, while animals 
commonly ingest salt from natural or artificial salt licks. This is the most familiar use of salt to 
modern readers, so many suggest that Jesus indicates that his disciples will provide a 
God-enhanced, kingdom seasoning to this world with their presence. 

- (3) Salt was also used in small quantities as a fertilizer when applied to certain types of soil 
(“earth”). Thus, some suggest that Jesus’ disciples will enhance the growth of God’s work in this 
world. (Wilkins) 

- (4) A widely held view suggests that since salt had a varied use in the ancient world, Jesus is 
not pointing to one specific application but is using it in a broad, inclusive sense to refer to a vital 
necessity for everyday life. Sirach echoed such a perspective (Sir. 39:26), and Pliny commented 
that “there is nothing more useful than salt and sunshine.”Taken in this way, the metaphor 
indicates that Jesus’ disciples are vitally important to the world in a general religious sense. 
(Wilkins) 

- This last suggestion is appealing because to stress too closely one particular application 
of salt can lead to inappropriate allegorizing. In other words, Jesus indicates with this 
metaphor that his disciples themselves (“you are the salt”) are necessary for the welfare 
of the world. That is, the disciples have experienced a transformation in their lives as 
they have come into contact with the kingdom of heaven. They are now different from 
the people of this earth, and their presence is necessary as God’s means of influencing 
the world for good. (Wilkins) 

 
- On losing saltiness: Jesus’ next statement has caused considerable discussion: “But if the salt loses 

its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out 
and trampled by men” (5:13). Strictly speaking, salt cannot lose its saltiness, because sodium chloride 
is a stable compound. What then did Jesus mean? (Wilkins) 

- (1) One possibility is that Jesus is alluding to rock formations that contained deposits of sodium 
chloride. Meat and fish were packed in these rocks to preserve them. After a period of time the 
salt leached out of the rocks, so the rocks were not good for anything and so thrown out. As 
believers, we are either a preservative or a worthless rock! (Wilkins) 

- (2) Jesus may also have had in mind the salt that was collected from the Dead Sea by 
evaporation. This salt often included crystals of another mineral, gypsum, which is formed by 
the precipitation of calcium sulfate from seawater. Salt and gypsum were often mixed in various 
saline deposits. When people went to collect salt, this impure mixture of salt and gypsum could 
easily be mistaken for pure salt. But the mixture was not usable for either preservation or 
seasoning, so was regarded as having lost its usefulness. (Wilkins) 

https://biblia.com/books/esv/1Jn4.7#
https://biblia.com/books/esv/1Jn4.7#
https://biblia.com/books/esv/1Jn4.7#
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- (3) Jesus may be alluding to the use of salt blocks by Arab bakers to line the floor of their ovens. 
After some time the intense heat eventually caused the blocks to crystallize and undergo a 
change in chemical composition, finally being thrown out as unserviceable. (Wilkins) 

- (4) A quotation attributed to Rabbi Joshua ben Haninia (c. a.d. 90) may offer some help. When 
rebuffing a trick question, Rabbi Haninia alludes to a proverbial saying when he asks, “Can salt 
lose its flavor?” The context of the saying implies that it is impossible for salt to lose its flavor, 
because he parallels the saying by asking, “Does the mule (being sterile) bear young?” (b. Bek. 
8b). Sterile mules can no more bear young than salt can lose its flavor. (Wilkins) 

- If this last option is the background, Jesus is citing a known proverbial saying on 
impossibilities to describe an equally impossible characteristic of his disciples. As they 
go out into the world as salt, they must recognize that the proof of the reality of their 
profession is in the nature of their lives. True disciples cannot lose what has made them 
disciples, because they have become changed persons, made new by the life of the 
kingdom of heaven. However, imposter disciples, who simply attempt to put on the 
flavoring of the kingdom life, will be revealed. Their salt is only an external flavoring, not 
a real personal change. This imposter cannot be made salty again because he or she 
never had that kingdom life in the first place. (Wilkins) 

- Jesus’ next statement drives home the seriousness of the issue: “It is no longer good for 
anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men.” The response to imposter 
disciples is rejection and judgment by the very people for whom they are to have value. 
Imposters will be known for what they are. They have nothing to offer the world, because 
they are no different from the world. So the world turns on them for their arrogant 
hypocrisy. The challenge is for professing disciples to examine their nature and to 
confess honestly whether or not they have been transformed by the life of the kingdom 
of God. (Wilkins) 

 
- On The light of the world: (5:14–16). Jesus’ disciples are not only “the salt of the earth” but also “the 

light of the world.” The light metaphor continues the salt metaphor and takes it one step further to 
illustrate Jesus’ point. “Light” is an important theme in Scripture, normally emphasizing the removal of 
darkness in the unfolding of biblical history and theology. The literal contrast between physical light and 
darkness provokes a profound metaphorical contrast between metaphysical good and evil, God and 
evil forces, believers and unbelievers. Jesus later declares that he is “the light of the world” (John 8:12; 
9:5), who has come as the light that enlightens all people (1:4–14), so that those believing in him will no 
longer be in darkness (12:46). (Wilkins) 

- In the same way as Jesus’ life and message of salvation bring light to those in darkness (Matt. 
4:15–16), his disciples are a living demonstration of the arrival of the kingdom of heaven. The 
light of revelation from God that accompanies Jesus’ announcement of the kingdom is not just 
carried by his disciples; they are that light (Matt. 5:14–16; cf. Eph. 5:8; Phil. 2:15). (Wilkins) 

- Jesus continues the proverbial “impossible” language he used in the salt metaphor by stating 
that “a city on a hill cannot be hidden,” and “neither do people light a lamp and put it under a 
bowl.” The city to which Jesus refers may be Jerusalem, which sits on Mount Zion, since Israel 
with Jerusalem as the holy city was considered light to the world (Isa. 2:2–5; 42:6; 49:6). But 
since Jesus is now in Galilee near Capernaum, he may be using a local city as his illustration, 
because he often used images from his surroundings to illustrate his teaching.In either case, it 
is impossible to hide a city located on a hill. (Wilkins) 

- The lamp used in a typical Palestinian home was a partially closed reservoir made of clay. It had 
a hole on top to pour oil in and a spout on one end into which a wick of flax or cotton was set. It 
was a fairly small lamp, which gave off only a modest light; thus, to give maximum illumination it 
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was placed on a lampstand. Since many Jewish homes were often modest one-room structures, 
such an elevated lamp could give light to everyone in the house. Lamps were essential for 
finding one’s way in enclosed areas during the night and were placed under a measuring bowl 
only to extinguish the light (cf. m. Šabb. 16.1). (Wilkins) 

- Jesus’ disciples are called to be the light of the world. They cannot be hidden, for their very 
nature, the kingdom life within them, is living testimony to those in the world who do not yet 
have that light. Their good works are produced by the light and life that come from God. It is not 
of their own making, because those who see them in action will glorify not them but their “Father 
in heaven” (cf. the motive of the religious leaders in 6:1). The title “Father” is used in Matthew 
here for the first time, introducing the special relationship that exists between God and Jesus’ 
disciples. Jesus has been declared to be the beloved Son (3:17), and now those who have 
received the kingdom light are children of the heavenly Father as well (cf. John 1:7–13). 
(Wilkins) 

 
 

https://biblia.com/books/esv/1Jn4.7#

